The Art of the Apology

By Amy L. Lieberman, Esq.

“Sorry seems to be the hardest word.” – Elton John

Why We Should Apologize

Apologies heal. They provide redemption for the alleged wrongdoer. They allow for forgiveness, which would not otherwise be given.

As Lynn Johnson said, “An apology is the superglue of life. It can repair just about anything.”

Why We Need to do It the Right Way

All we need to do is look at recent examples of the wrong way to apologize, by high-profile men accused of sexual misconduct. When Kevin Spacey was accused of inappropriate behavior 30 years ago by an actor who was 14 years old at the time, Spacey said he “didn’t remember” the incident, but “I owe him the sincerest apology for what would have been deeply inappropriate drunken behavior.”

As a side note, if he does not recall the incident, how does he know he was drunk at the time? But, more importantly, what Spacey offered was an excuse.

Facing similar allegations, Charlie Rose said, “I always felt that I was pursuing shared feelings.” Again, an explanation – which was an excuse.

As Benjamin Franklin said, “Never ruin an apology with an excuse.” An excuse is nothing more than a justification, which is a non-apology. Why bother?

A half-apology, or a non-apology, is not satisfying. “I’m sorry you feel that way” doesn’t work, and only serves to further upset the listener. It is not received as a sincere acknowledgement of harm done, which is what is needed for forgiveness to occur.

In mediation, the additional intended effect is to increase the chance of settlement, and reduce the amount paid. In many states, including Arizona, there is a recognition that apologies are critically important to resolving disputes between patients and healthcare providers. A.R.S. §12-2605 provides that statements of apology, responsibility, sympathy, and similar sentiments by a health care professional cannot be used as statements against interest or as evidence to establish liability. In an article written by Benjamin Ho and Elaine Liu, entitled, “Does Sorry Work? The Impact of Apology Laws on Medical Malpractice,” university researchers found that apologies by physicians for adverse medical events were a mitigating factor for patients in deciding whether to sue, and resulted in a reduction in the average payment size and settlement time.

The World Is Changing

Celebrities, media moguls and members of congress have shown the value of true acknowledgement which accepts responsibility and commits to making things right. Apologies are being given in the light of day, for the world to see, in the hope that catastrophe can be avoided, and healing can occur. While public apologies are rarely something a defendant wishes to give, the reality is that, whether public or private, the quality of the apology matters.

Concluding Tip: When preparing clients for mediation, discuss the appropriateness of offering an apology. Enlist the mediator’s help in advance so that she can support your client in making an effective, genuine apology.